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Island 
Fortress

Designed by Bryan Johnson

Ever since the Archon shipwrecked on the eastern shore of Alcott 
Island, many saw it as a warning to stay away from this distant place 
of torment. But for some hardy craftsmen, the lure of the rich Jade 
mines beckoned them still. Now that the colony has established itself, 
Governor Cortland Hansen and his chosen architects have begun 
to lay the groundwork for his most impressive undertaking... the 
building of Fort Aldenford. Take control of your ragtag band of rabble 
and prepare to make your fortune while you forge your reputation in 
constructing this imposing Island Fortress.

Contents 

4 Region Boards
2 Scoring Towers
72 Player Wall Blocks, 18 blocks per player

12 Governor Wall Blocks

20 Role Cards, 4 sets of 5 cards per player

4 Taskmasters
1 Governor Marker (seal)
1 Deluxe Wooden Governor Marker (pawn)
36 Favor Cards

18 Reinforcement Tokens
66 Treasure Tokens
    48 1-value Treasures
    18 3-value Treasures
18 Buyback Chips
1 Score Track
4 Score Track Markers
60 Jade Cubes:
    40 small Jade cubes (each represents 1 Jade) 
    20 large Jade cubes (each represents 3 Jade)
45 Laborers
75 Convicts
4 Player Boards
1 Rulebook

Setup

Each player selects a player color/builder’s mark. For two or three 
players, take two Region Boards, and place them edge-to-edge near 
the center of the table. For four players, take three Region Boards 
and place them edge-to-edge near the center of the table. Place a 
Scoring Tower to the left edge of the leftmost Region Board and to 
the right edge of the rightmost Region Board being used.

Each player selects a player color. Place the 18 Wall Blocks of each 
player’s color/builder’s mark in a general stockpile area, away from 
the players. Place each player’s Score Track Marker on the 0 space 
(Zero Point) of the Score Track. Place each player’s Taskmaster in 
the camp in the left-hand-most Region. Return any unused Region 
Boards, colors of Wall Block, Score Track Marker and Taskmaster 
to the box.

Give each player one set of five Role Cards (one Recruiter Card, 
one Planner Card, one Builder Card, one Treasurer Card and one 
Taskmaster Card). Return any unused sets of Role Cards to the box.
Give each player a Player Board with the builder’s mark that matches 
their Role Cards.

Give each player 12 Jade. Use the remaining Jade along with all of 
the Treasure Tokens to form a treasury, away from the players.

Form a stockpile of Governor Wall Blocks, consisting of 12 blocks 
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(2-3 players), or 11 blocks (4 players). Return any unused Governor 
Wall Blocks to the box.

Form resource stockpiles of Buyback Chips, Reinforcements, 
Laborers and Convicts.

Place either the Governor Marker or purple Governor Pawn next 
to the resource stockpile area. The players may collectively decide 
which Governor piece will be used in the game. Both pieces serve 
the same purpose and function. 

Shuffle the Favor Cards to form a deck. Deal 5 Favor Cards to each 
player. Each player examines their cards, keeps three in their hand, 
and returns the other two to the deck. Then reshuffle the deck.

Setup Summary

Overview

Island Fortress is played over a number of rounds as determined 
by the number of Governor Wall Blocks used in the game. During 
these rounds, players take turns to perform actions in order to build 
the Governor’s fortress.

The wall to the fortress is spread across 2-3 Regions (depending on 
the number of players). In each Region, 17 Wall Blocks are required 
to complete the wall – three rows of five blocks each, and then a 
fourth block at each end of the Region to form a tower.

Each player has a Taskmaster, who is in charge of building the 
fortress wall. The Taskmaster is always located in the camp section 
in one of the Regions. All actions that a player can perform (with 
the exception of playing a Favor Card and placing a Governor 
Wall Block) must be performed in the Region where the player’s 
Taskmaster is currently located.

The player selects the actions they wish to perform by playing Role 
Cards. Each Role Card contains a number of actions. Players play a 
Role Card and then select an action from the card to perform.

In order to help them build the wall, the Taskmasters may utilize 
two types of Worker – Laborers and Convicts. Some actions can 
use either type of Worker, while others require a specific type. 
The Workers which the player currently holds, the blocks they’ve 
bought, along with the Buyback Chips, Jade and Treasures they’ve 
acquired, are held openly on the player’s Player Board.

As the wall is built, players earn points for their work. They can also 
earn Favors from the Governor, by building specifically requested 
patterns of blocks into the wall.

When the wall is completed, or when the maximum number of 
rounds in the game have been played, the game ends, and the player 
with the most victory points wins.

OBJECTIVE

In Island Fortress, you play a master builder chosen by Governor 
Cortland Hansen to help construct the mighty Fort Aldenford 
using the penal colony on Alcott Island. Your goal is to become 
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the most distinguished architect with the help of your Taskmaster, 
Workers, and the Governor himself! In the game, all players will be 
competing to build their Wall Blocks in majorities on each row of 
the wall. Having a majority of your blocks on the wall yeilds victory 
points, which are necessary to win the game. In addition to scoring 
points for having built the majority of blocks on each row, players 
can also gain various bonuses and rewards for completing Favors 
for the Governor by building the walls in specific ways, following 
the Governor’s preferred patterns.

Rounds

The game is played in a number of rounds. Each round consists of 
three phases:

• The Income Phase. Players collect their income.
• The Petition Phase. Players bid for the petition of the Governor.
• The Action Phase. Players take it in turn to perform actions.

THE INCOME PHASE

Each player takes 3 Jade from the treasury, including during the 
first round. In later rounds (but not in the first round), players may 
have played Favor Cards which allow them to take additional Jade 
during the Income Phase. See “Favors” for details.

Example: Adam has played a Favor Card that gives him one additional 
income. He collects four income - three income as standard plus one 
for the Favor Card.

THE PETITION PHASE

The players bid for the petition of the Governor.

Each player takes all their Jade into their hands. They secretly 
divide the Jade between their two hands, and place one hand, as a 
closed fist, in front of them over the table. This represents their bid. 
Players may bid any amount of Jade, including zero or all the Jade 
they hold.

Once all players have selected their bid, the amount held by each 
player is revealed.

In later rounds (but not the first round), players may have played 
Favor Cards which add to the petition bid. See “Favors” for details. 

Each player calculates the value of their bid by adding together the 
amount of Jade in their bidding hand plus the amount which is 
added to their bid by their played Favor Cards. The player with the 
highest bid wins the petition of the Governor.

In the case of a tie, the player with the most Jade in their bidding 
hand, ignoring played Favor Cards, wins the tie. If two or more 
players remain tied, the Governor Marker is moved clockwise 
around the table from its previous position, until it reaches one 
of the players who remain tied. This player wins the petition of 
the Governor. The player who previously had the petition of the 
Governor cannot retain it in this way. In the case of a tie in the first 
round, the tie is split randomly.

The player who wins the petition of the Governor discards the Jade 
from their bidding hand into the treasury, and places the Governor 
Marker in front of them. The other players retain all their Jade.

The player who wins the petition of the Governor takes one 
Governor Wall Block from the stockpile and places it in their play 
area. They also place one Jade from the treasury and one Convict 
from the resource stockpile to the prison of the Region where their 
Taskmaster is currently located.

Example: Adam has played a Favor Card which gives him +2 petition, 
and places three Jade in his bidding hand. Bill has played no Favor 
Cards, and places four Jade in his bidding hand. Charles has played 
two Favor Cards that together give him +3 petition, and places two 
Jade in his bidding hand. Adam and Charles have both bid five in 
total, beating Bill’s bid of four. Adam wins the tie-break, as he has 
more Jade in his bidding hand.

Second Example: Before the next Petition Phase, Bill has now also 
played a Favor Card which gives him +2 petition. In the next petition 
bid, Adam and Bill both place three Jade in their bidding hand. 
Charles does not place any Jade in his bidding hand. Adam and Bill 
both have a bid of five, including three in their hand, so they are tied. 
Because Adam had the petition of the Governor last turn, this turn it 
passes to Bill.

THE ACTION PHASE

At the start of the Action Phase, all players take their five Role Cards 
into their hand.
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Starting with the player who has the Governor Marker in front 
of them and playing clockwise around the table, players take it in 
turns to perform one turn each, until all players have performed 
three turns during this action phase.

Each turn, a player performs the following steps:

(a) Select an action to perform.
(b) Perform the action.
(c) Optionally, use buyback (if available) to repeat (a) and (b).
The player currently taking his turn is the active player.

(a) Selecting an Action
The active player selects one of his or her Role Cards from their 
hand and places it on the table. He or she then states which action 
on the card they are performing.

(b) Performing the Action
The player performs the selected action. For the details of how to 
perform each action, see “Actions in Detail”.

(c) Buyback
If the active player selected the Taskmaster Role Card to play, then 
he or she may choose to buy it back. The active player discards 
three Jade into the treasury, picks up the Taskmaster Role Card, 
and returns it to their hand.

Alternatively, if the active player holds a Buyback Chip, he may 
choose to discard it in order to buy back the Role Card he just 
played. He discards the Buyback Chip to the resource stockpile, and 
returns the Role Card he just played into his hand. A Buyback Chip 
may be used to buy back any Role Card, including the Taskmaster.

If the active player chooses either of these buyback options, then 
he must now select another action to perform, and perform it, as 
described above. The new action may be the same as, or different to, 
the action selected originally, and may be on the same Role Card, or 
a different Role Card.

Example: Adam plays the Taskmaster Role Card, and moves his 
Taskmaster to a new Region. He then pays three Jade, picks up his 
Taskmaster Role Card, and plays his Builder Role Card from his 
hand, and performs the Build Wall action.

Second Example: Bill plays the Planner Role Card, and performs 

the Buy Blocks action. He then discards a Buyback Chip, picks up his 
Planner Role Card, plays his Builder Role Card from his hand, and 
performs the Build Wall action.

Third Example: Charles plays the Builder Role Card, and performs 
the Build Wall action. He then discards a Buyback Chip, picks up his 
Builder Role Card, plays his Builder Role Card again, and performs 
the Play a Favor Card action.

Having performed a second action, the active player may not select 
either buyback option again during this turn. Hence each player is 
limited to two actions per turn, and therefore six actions per round.

Because of the way buyback works, each player will still always end 
each turn with one more Role Card played than at the start of the 
turn. Therefore the number of turns that each player has played 
this round can always be checked by counting the number of Role 
Cards that they have played.

Recruiter Card Actions

(A) - Recruit Laborers
The active player takes one Convict from the resource stockpile, and 
places it in the prison of the Region where his or her Taskmaster is 
located.

They then take between 1 and 5 Laborers from the resource 
stockpile into their supply, on their Player Board. Depending on 
the amount of Laborers taken, the player pays an amount of Jade to 
the treasury, according to the following table:

Example: Adam chooses to take three Laborers. He pays two Jade, 
takes the three Laborers, and places one Convict from the resource 
stockpile into the prison in the Region where his Taskmaster is located.

(B) - Collect 6 Convicts
The active player discards two Laborers from their supply into 
the resource stockpile. He or she then takes six Convicts from the 
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resource stockpile into their supply, on their Player Board.

(C) – Collect from Prison
The active player takes all the Jade and Convicts from the prison in 
the Region where their Taskmaster is currently located,  and places 
them in his or her supply, on their Player Board.

Planner Card Actions

(A) – Buy Wall Blocks
The active player takes one Convict from the resource stockpile, 
and places it in the prison of the Region where their Taskmaster is 
located.

He or she then takes between 1 and 5 Wall Blocks of his or her 
color/builder’s mark from the resource stockpile into their supply, 
on their Player Board. Depending on the number of blocks taken, 
he or she pays an amount of Jade to the treasury, according to the 
following table:

(B) – Draw Favor Cards
The active player either draws three Favor Cards and chooses two 
of the just drawn cards to keep, or draws five Favor Cards and 
chooses one of the just drawn cards to keep. He or she must state 
before drawing which option they are taking (drawing three or 
five). After drawing the cards, the player examines them, chooses 
the appropriate number to keep and add to their hand, and returns 
the remainder of the just drawn cards to the bottom of the Favor 
Card deck.

(C) – Remove a Reinforcement
The active player chooses a Reinforcement Token from any Wall 
Block in the Region their Taskmaster is currently located and 
returns it to the resource stockpile. The Reinforcement Token 
removed may be one that is on one of his or her own built Wall 
Blocks, or on that of an opponent.

Builder Card Actions

(A) - Build Wall
The active player takes one Convict from the resource stockpile, and 
places it in the prison of the Region where his or her Taskmaster is 
located.

The active player chooses whether to build one or two blocks of 
the wall. If he or she chooses to build two blocks of wall then they 
must pay one Jade to the treasury. The player must have the blocks 
to build in their supply, on their Player Board.

The active player selects where to build the block(s). The location or 
locations selected must conform to the following rules:

• The location must be in the same Region as the active player’s 
Taskmaster.
• There must not already be a block in the location.
• If it is a level 2 block, then there must be a level 1 block directly 
below it.
• If it is a level 3 block, then there must be a level 2 block directly 
below it.
• If it is a level 4 block, then there must be a level 3 block directly 
below it.
• If it is a level 4 block, then it must be in one of the end columns 
of the Region.

The active player may choose to build two new blocks such that one 
is directly above the other.
For each block, the player must assign a number of Workers to 
build the block from their supply, according to the following table:

Each Worker may be a Laborer or a Convict. If two blocks are 
to be built, then the Workers for both blocks must be assigned 
simultaneously.

All the Convicts and half the Laborers that are assigned to building 
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the wall are killed, and are returned to the resource pool. If the 
number of Laborers assigned to building the wall is odd, then the 
number killed is rounded up. The active player places his or her 
new block(s) on the wall.

Example: Adam selects the Build Wall action. He places one Convict 
from the resource stockpile into the prison in the Region where his 
Taskmaster is located. He chooses to build two blocks, so he pays one 
Jade to the treasury. He places one block on level 2 and one block on 
level 3 in the Region where his Taskmaster is located. He shows ten 
Workers (seven Laborers and three Convicts) to build the wall. He 
discards four of the Laborers and all three Convicts into the resource 
stockpile, and returns the other three Laborers to his supply.

(B) - Play a Completed Favor Card
The active player selects a Favor Card from their hand, and lays it 
on the table. The pattern on the Favor Card must match a pattern 
of blocks in the wall. The blocks forming the pattern must all meet 
the following criteria:

• They must all be of the active player’s color/builder’s mark.
• They must not contain a reinforcement.
• When the card is orientated such that the bottom of the card is 
aligned with the bottom of the wall, the pattern must be in the same 
orientation on the wall as on the Favor Card.

The active player then selects one of the blocks that forms the 
pattern, and places a Reinforcement Token on it.

The pattern of blocks in the wall does not have to be in the Region 
where the active player’s Taskmaster is located, and the pattern may 
straddle two Regions. For the effects of played Favor Cards, see 
“Favors”.

(C) – Replace a Built Block
The active player selects an opponent’s block in the wall to replace 
with his or her own. The player must have a Wall Block in their 
personal supply to use for this action. The block being replaced 
must meet all of the following criteria:

• The location must be in the same Region as the active player’s 
Taskmaster.
• It must not be a Governor’s Wall Block.
• It must not belong to the active player.
• It must not contain a reinforcement.

Replacing a built block costs double the amount of Workers required 
to build a block. The active player must assign a number of Workers 
to replace the block, according to the following table:

Just as with building a block, all the Convicts and half the Laborers 
that are assigned to replacing the wall are killed, and are returned to 
the resource pool. If the number of Laborers assigned to replacing 
the Wall Block is odd, then the number killed is rounded up. The 
removed block is returned to the owning player’s supply. The active 
player now places their new block on the wall in that same location. 

Example: Bill chooses to replace a block on the wall. He removes one 
of Adam’s blocks from level 2 of the wall, in the Region where his 
Taskmaster is located, and returns it to Adam. Bill then returns eight 
Workers from his supply to the resource stockpile (keeping half of the 
Laborers used), and places a Wall Block from his supply in the same 
spot where the removed block was located.

IMPORTANT: If this new block replaces a block that was already 
in a completed row, the row will NOT be scored again. Likewise, 
if a player replaces a block on the 4th level of the wall, they will 
not receive 5 points, as that area had already been scored by the 
player who originally built there. In short, everything in the game 
gets scored once, and once only. However, replacing an opponent’s 
blocks with your own can help you (and/or hinder your opponents) 
with end game scoring when determining how many blocks you 
have built in your least built Region. See “End Game Scoring” for 
details.

Treasurer Card Actions

(A) – Collect Jade
The active player collects three Jade from the treasury into their 
supply. A player may have enough Treasures in the coffer on his or 
her Player Board that allows them to take additional Jade during 
the Collect Jade action. 
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Example: Charles chooses the Collect Jade action. He has three 
Treasures in his coffer on his Player Board which gives him one extra 
Jade, so he collects four Jade in total - three as standard, and one from 
the Treasures in his coffer. If Charles had six Treasures in his coffer, he 
would instead collect an additional two Jade when taking the Collect 
Jade action.

(B) – Collect a Treasure
The active player takes 2 Convicts from their supply and sends them 
to 2 different prisons. The player then takes one Treasure Token 
from the treasury and places it in their coffer on their Player Board 
and moves their scoring track marker ahead one space (all Treasure 
Tokens collected are worth one victory point).

Taskmaster Card Actions

(A) – Move the Taskmaster
The active player moves their Taskmaster to the camp area in any 
other Region.

(B) - Repeat a Previous Role
The active player selects a Role Card that they have already placed 
on the table, due to having played it in an earlier turn of the round.
He or she pays an amount of Jade equal to the “Repeat Role” cost, 
according to the following table:

The player then selects an action from the selected Role Card, and 
performs that action.

Option: After playing the Taskmaster Role Card and performing 
the action, that active player may immediately choose to buy back 
the Taskmaster Role Card. To do this, simply pay 3 Jade to the 
treasury and pick up the just played Taskmaster Role Card back to 
your hand. You must now play a Role Card from your hand. This 
card may be the Taskmaster Role Card that you just bought back, 
or it may be any available, unplayed Role Card from your hand. If 
you play the Taskmaster Role Card again, the buyback option will 
not be available this time since each player may only take, at most, 
2 actions on any given turn.

Example: Charles has previously played his Builder Role Card. He 
plays his Taskmaster Role Card, and uses the Repeat Previous Role 
to pay 2 Jade and perform the Build Wall action on his Builder Role 
Card.

Second Example: Adam has previously played his Builder Role 
Card. He plays his Taskmaster Role Card and moves his Taskmaster 
to a new Region. He then pays 3 Jade to pick up his Taskmaster Role 
Card. He then plays his Taskmaster Role Card again, and pays 2 Jade 
to perform the Build Wall action on his Builder Role Card.

Third Example: Bill has previously played his Builder Role Card. He 
plays his Taskmaster Role Card, and using the Repeat Previous Role 
action, he pays 2 Jade to perform the Build Wall action on his Builder 
Role Card. He then pays 3 Jade to pick up his Taskmaster Role Card. 
He then plays his Taskmaster Role Card again, and pays 2 Jade to 
perform the Build Wall action on his Builder Role Card again.

Governor Blocks

The player who wins the petition of the Governor receives a 
Governor Wall Block at the start of the round. This player may 
place this Wall Block on the wall at any point during one of their 
three turns during the round, subject to the following restrictions:

• There must not already be a block in the location.
• If it is a level 2 block, then there must be a level 1 block directly 
below it.
• If it is a level 3 block, then there must be a level 2 block directly 
below it.
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• If it is a level 4 block, then there must be a level 3 block directly 
below it.
• If it is a level 4 block, then it must be in one of the end columns 
of the Region.

Placing the Governor Wall Block on the wall is not an action, it is 
done in addition to one of the player’s normal actions. Furthermore, 
it does not cost any Workers or any Jade in order to place it, and 
it can be played in any Region, regardless of where the player’s 
Taskmaster is located.

Example: Charles places the Governor Wall Block on level 3 of the 
wall. He then immediately plays his Builder Role Card, and builds 
one of his own blocks on level 4, directly on top of the Governor Block 
he just played.

If the player fails to play the Governor Wall Block during one of 
his three turns in the current round, then they lose the Wall Block, 
and it is returned to the box. It is a legal play to select the Build 
Wall action to build two blocks - build one block, then place the 
Governor Block on top of it, and then build the second block on top 
of the Governor Block.

Favors

Favors are a great way for players to obtain extra victory points 
and other rewards during the course of the game. Players can play 
Favor Cards using the “Play a Completed Favor Card” action on the 
Builder Role Card. Favor Cards that have been played are displayed 
on the table, and give the player who played them a combination of 
the following rewards:

• Additional Income. During the income phase each 
round, the player receives additional income on top of the 
three income that they receive as standard. The amount of 
additional income is specified on the played Favor Cards.

• Additional Petition. When bidding for petition each 
round, the player receives an automatic addition to his 
bid. The amount that is added to the bid is specified on the 
played Favor Cards.

• Jade. The player receives an amount of Jade from the 
treasury specified on the played Favor Card. This is a one-
time payout at the time the Favor Card is played.

• Victory Points. The player scores points as specified on 
the played Favor Cards. When the player plays the Favor 
Card, they move their Score Track Marker along the Score 
Track by the number of spaces specified on the Favor 

Card. This is a one-time payout.

• Treasure. The player takes Treasure Token(s) as specified 
on the played Favor Card. When the player plays the 
Favor Card, they take the appropriate number of Treasure 

Tokens from the treasury and places them in his or her coffer on 
their Player Board. They then move their scoring marker ahead 
on the scoring track, a number of spaces equal to the number of 
Treasure Tokens just received. All Treasures placed in a coffer are 
always worth one victory point each. This is a one-time payout at 
the time the Favor Card is played.

• Buyback Chip. The player takes a Buyback Chip from 
the resource stockpile and adds it to their supply on their 
Player Board. This chip may be used immediately to buy 
back the Role Card just played, used later in the game, or 

saved for victory points during end-game scoring. See “End-Game 
Scoring” for details. This chip is a one-time payout at the time the 
Favor Card is played.

• Convicts. The player takes an amount of Convicts as 
specified on the played Favor Card. The player takes the 
appropriate number of Convicts from the stockpile and 
adds them to his or her supply on their Player Board. This 

is a one-time payout.

• Laborers. The player takes an amount of Laborers as 
specified on the played Favor Card. The player takes the 
appropriate number of Laborers from the stockpile and 
adds them to his or her supply on their Player Board. This 

is a one-time payout.

• Wall Blocks. The player takes an amount of Wall Blocks 
as specified on the played Favor Card. The player takes the 
appropriate number of Wall Blocks of their color/builder’s 
mark from the stockpile and adds them to his or her supply 

on their Player Board. This is a one-time payout.
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The items listed in the gray section at the bottom of a Favor Card 
are awarded only once, when the card is played. The other effects of 
played Favor Cards are cumulative (tan/map section). So if a player 
has played two Favor Cards, both of which give an additional 1 
income each, then the player receives an additional 2 income each 
round, which adds to the basic income of 3, to make 5 income in 
total.

There are no penalties or negative effects for players with unplayed 
Favor Cards remaining in their hand at the end of the game.

Mid Game Scoring

COMPLETING A ROW

When the active player builds the fifth and final block in one of 
the first three rows of the wall in a Region, the row is completed. 
For building the block that completes the row, the active player 
immediately receives a Buyback Chip.

As soon as the row has been completed, the player whose blocks are 
most common amongst those that make up the row is identified. 
That player is awarded a number of points according to which level 
the row is on, as follows:

The player moves his Score Track Marker along the Score Track by 
the number of spaces specified. If two or more players have an equal 
number of their blocks in the row, then all players involved in the 
tie score the full number of points specified in the table above. The 
number of Governor Blocks in a row does not affect the scoring of 
a completed row.

Example: Adam (Brown) plays the fifth block into the first row. He 
immediately receives a Buyback Chip. He and Bill (Blue) both have 
two blocks in the row, while Charles (Green) has one block. Adam 
and Bill both score three victory points.

Second Example: Bill plays the fifth block into the second row. He 
immediately receives a Buyback Chip. He and Charles have one block 
each in the row. The other three blocks are all Governor Blocks. Bill 
and Charles each score six points.

Building a level FOUR block

When the active player builds one of his blocks at level 4, he 
immediately receives five points. He moves his Score Track Marker 
5 spaces along the Score Track. Note that players do not score any 
points for building a Governor Block at level 4. Likewise, players do 
not score 5 points if they replace a block on level 4. See the “Replace 
a Built Block” action on the Builder Role Card.

Completing a level

When a level of the wall has been completed across all rows (except 
on level 4), the player whose blocks are most common amongst 
those which make up the level is identified. That player is awarded 
one Treasure Token. The player adds the Treasure Token to the 
coffer on their Player Board and then moves their Score Track 
Marker 1 space along the Score Track.

9
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If two or more players have an equal number of their blocks in the 
level with majority, then all the players involved in the tie receive a 
Treasure and score 1 victory point each.

The number of Governor Blocks in a level does not affect the scoring 
of a completed level.

Example: Charles (Green) plays the last block on the first level. He 
immediately receives a Buyback Chip, as he has completed the row. 
The row is then scored. Charles has three blocks in the row, while 
Adam (Brown) and Bill (Blue) have one each. Charles therefore 
receives three victory points. The whole level is then considered. Adam 
has four blocks in the level, Charles has three and Bill has two, so 
Adam receives a Treaure Token and moves his scoring marker ahead 
one space on the scoring track.

Note that the Treasure bonus for completed levels applies to all 
levels of the wall, EXCEPT level 4.

End of the Game

The game ends in one of two ways.

If a player builds the last block of the wall, then the wall is completed, 
and the game ends as soon as the player has finished performing 
their current action. The player who built the last block of the wall 
receives all the Jade and Convicts from all the prisons into their 
own supply.

Alternatively, if at the end of a round, there are no Governor Blocks 
remaining in the resource stockpile, the game ends immediately. 

Thus the game is limited to 11 or 12 rounds (depending on the 
number of players).

End Game Scoring

If the game ends before the wall is completed, then all uncompleted 
rows and levels are scored as if they had been completed. See “Mid-
Game Scoring” for details of how rows and levels are scored.

At the end of the game, players score additional points as follows:

* Each player counts the number of Buyback Chips they have on 
their Player Boards. These are scored according to the following 
table:

* Each player counts the number of their blocks that they have built 
in each Region. In the Region in which they have built the least of 
their blocks, they receive three points for every one of their blocks 
which they have built.

Example: Adam has seven blocks in one Region and four blocks in 
the other. He scores three points each for the four blocks in the second 
Region – 12 points total.
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Second Example: Bill has ten blocks in one Region and none in the 
other. He scores no points for blocks in his least occupied Region.

* Each player counts the number of Treasure Tokens in their coffer 
on their Player Board. The player or players with the most Treasure 
Tokens each receive 3 victory points. The player or players with the 
fewest Treasure Tokens in their coffer each lose 3 victory points.

* Each player counts up how much Jade they have in their supply. 
The player with the most Jade receives 3 points. In the case of a tie, 
all players involved in the tie score 3 points.

* Each player counts up how many total Workers (Laborers and 
Convicts) they have in their supply. The player with the most 
Workers receives 3 points. In the case of a tie, all players involved in 
the tie score 3 points.

Example: Charles has six Laborers and three Convicts. Adam has two 
Laborers and two Convicts. Bill has one Laborer and eight Convicts. 
Charles and Bill both receive three points. 

Each player moves their Score Track Marker along the Score Track 
according to the number of points they score in each of these five 
categories. The player with the highest score is the winner.

In the case of a tie, the winner is the tied player who built the most 
of their blocks in the wall. 

If it is still a tie, the winner is the tied player with the most Jade in 
their supply.

If it is still a tie, the winner is the tied player with the most Treasure 
in their coffer.

If it still remains a tie, then the game is tied.

Variants

Friendly Variant. The game can be played more friendly by 
eliminating the “Replace a Built Block” option (option “C”) on the 
Builder Role Card and/or by having one more Region Board in 
play than recommended. However, you should not play with more 
Region Boards than players.

Quicker Play Variant. Players may start the game with additional 
Jade and/or begin with an agreed upon number of resources in 
their supply such as Laborers, Convicts and Wall Blocks.

First Round Incentive Variant. For more incentive to petition 
Governor Hansen in the first round of play, players may adopt the 
First Round Incentive Variant. In this variant, a player’s Wall Block, 
Buyback Chip or Treasure Token is awarded to the player who wins 
petition in the first round of play. Players must agree on what the 
incentive reward is before the game begins.

Favor Trade-in Variant. Players with Favor Cards left in their hand 
at the end of the game may turn them into Workers or Jade. At the 
end of the game, before final scores are tallied, starting with the most 
recent start player who won the petition of the Governor and going 
clockwise, players may discard Favor Cards from their hand. For 
each card discarded, the player may collect one Jade or one Convict 
to add to his or her Player Board. These additional resources could 
help players score points when determining majorities for most 
Workers and most Jade during final scoring.

Designer Notes

Island Fortress came together in a way that is very unusual for me. 
In fact, I was not even thinking about game design when I started 
getting the ideas for it. I was working the night shift at my normal 
job in early 2005 and our floor at work has square patterns on it. 
On this particular night, I began thinking of the various patterns I 
could make with the squares. The next night, I found myself doing the 
same thing, and when I got home I began drawing the patterns out on 
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graph paper and somehow felt inspired enough to base a game design 
around that. This is also strange because the pattern building aspect 
of the game is not the main feature of the game.
 
The initial design of the game had a Great Wall of China theme and 
was titled, “Huang Di” before re-theming the game as a colonial-era 
penal colony. I realize I could have chosen nearly any theme for this 
game such as the Great Pyramids, Roman Aqueducts, you name it. 
But I wanted to touch on a theme that was not used many times 
already by other designers.
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FAQ

If I complete a row using the purple Governor’s Wall Block, do I 
still collect a Buyback Chip?

Yes. Anytime a player completes a row using a Governor’s Block 
or their own color, they collect a Buyback Chip. Keep in mind, 
however that a player never collects a Buyback Chip if they are 
simply using the “Replace a Built Block” action of the Builder Role 
Card in a row that has already been scored.

Can I use a Governor’s Block to complete the pattern on a Favor 
Card?

No. All completed favors must consist of the player’s own color.

When level 4 blocks are built, do we check for majority?

No. Majorities never apply to blocks built on level 4 of the fortress. 
Building these towers simply yields 5 victory points to the player 
who built the block there, in their own color. No Treasure Tokens, 
Buyback Chips or majority points are ever awarded for building on 
level 4.

Must the players complete an entire row before building up on a 
higher row?

No, players are always free to build anywhere they like in the Region 
where their Taskmaster is located, as long as they have enough 
Workers in their supply and there is support below the block they 
are building. This means that if they are not building on level 1, 
then there must be a block directly under the block they currently 
wish to build.

It is the Income Phase and I have 3 Treasures in the coffer on my 
Player Board. Do I collect 4 Jade instead of 3?

No. Treasures never give a bonus to collecting income during 
the Income Phase. For every 3 Treasures you own, you collect 1 
additional Jade when you choose the Collect Jade action from the 
Treasurer Role Card during the Action Phase.

Once played, can my Favor Cards ever be removed, lost or taken 
away?

No. When you play a Favor Card, it stays in front of you for the 
remainder of the game. It doesn’t matter if a player replaces one of 
your blocks in the pattern shown on the Favor Card with one of 
their own.

When taking action “A” on the Planner Role Card, Recruiter Role 
Card or Builder Role Card, does it matter if I place the Convict in 
the prison before I take the action or after I take the action?

It doesn’t matter. You can add the Convict to the prison before or 
after you take the action... but just remember to do it!

Must the pattern of blocks on a Favor Card be built on the same 
rows as it shows on the card?

No. It doesn’t matter which rows you build the pattern on, as long 
as the pattern itself is correct and the card orientation remains the 
same.

I used the Taskmaster’s buyback ability this turn. Can I now also 
use a Buyback Chip and take a 3rd action?

No. You may only ever get, at most, 2 actions on a turn. You can 
only use one buyback ability per turn, no matter where it comes 
from. Therefore, in a single round, a player may never take more 
than 6 actions.

If you have any questions about Island Fortress, please email us at 
FrostForgeGames@gmail.com.

Be sure to check out the Island Fortress page at www.
BoardGameGeek.com for more!
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Historical Background

From Wikipedia: A penal colony is a settlement used to exile 
prisoners and separate them from the general populace by placing 
them in a remote location, often an island or distant colonial 
territory. Although the term can be used to refer to a correctional 
facility located in a remote location it is more commonly used to refer 
to communities of prisoners overseen by wardens or governors having 
absolute authority.

Historically penal colonies have often been used for penal labor in 
an economically underdeveloped part of a state’s (usually colonial) 
territories, and on a far larger scale than a prison farm. In practice 
such penal colonies may be little more than slave communities. 
The British, French, and other colonial empires heavily used North 
America and other parts of the world as penal colonies to varying 
degrees, sometimes under the guise of indentured servitude or similar 
arrangements.

The prison regime was often harsh, sometimes including severe 
physical punishment, so even if prisoners were not sentenced for the 
rest of their natural lives, many died from hunger, disease, medical 
neglect, excessive labor, or during an escape attempt.

In the penal colony system, prisoners were sent far away to prevent 
escape and to discourage returning after their sentence expired. Penal 
colonies were often located in inhospitable frontier lands, where their 
unpaid labor could benefit the colonial powers before immigration 
labor became available, or even after because they are much cheaper. 
In fact, some people (especially the poor, following a similar social 
logic as could see them domestically ‘employed’ in a poorhouse) were 
sentenced for trivial or dubious offenses to generate cheap labor.

GLOSSARY OF COMMON TERMS

Camp: The lower right-hand section of a Region Board where a player’s 
Taskmaster is found. All Taskmasters begin the game in the camp of the 
left-most Region Board being used.

Convicts: Workers that are used to build the walls of Fort Aldenford and 
for other actions such as Collect a Treasure. These Workers are represented 
by small wooden cubes in the game. When used in building the walls of 
the fort, all Convicts die and are returned to the resource stockpile.

Laborers: Workers that are used to build the walls of Fort Aldenford 
and for other actions such as Collect 6 Convicts. These Workers are 
represented by large wooden cubes in the game. When used in building 
the walls of the fort, half of the Laborers die and are returned to the 
resource stockpile.

Level: A horizontal tier that crosses all Regions. A level is completed when 
all of the blocks on that particular tier are fully built across all Regions. 
For example, level 1 is completed only when row 1 has been completely 
built on every Region Board in play. When scored, a player or players who 
hold the majority of blocks built on a level (any level) receives a Treasure 
Token.

Prison: The lower left-hand section of a Region Board where Convicts 
are held until collected by a player using the Collect from Prison action 
on the Recruiter Role Card. Convicts are sent to the prison in the Region 
where the active player’s Taskmaster is standing when that player chooses 
Option “A” on the Recruiter, Builder or Planner Role Cards. One Convict 
and one Jade is also added to the prison where a player’s Taskmaster 
stands when that player wins the petition of the Governor.

Row: A horizontal tier in one Region. A row is completed when all of the 
blocks on that particular tier are fully built in a single Region. A player 
who plays the last block to complete a row collects a Buyback Chip, then 
the row is scored and victory points are awarded according to which row 
was completed.

Treasury: The stockpile area that holds all of the Treasure Tokens and 
Jade in the game.

Workers: The collective term for both Laborers and Convicts. When the 
term “Worker” is mentioned, it means both or either kind of Worker. 
Workers are represented by wooden cubes in the game. Large cubes for 
Laborers and small cubes for Convicts. 

Island Fortress © 2012 Frost Forge Games


